Lcucochihis and Lcucocliila are absolute homonyms. They are merely the masculine and feminine forms of one and the same name.
It is too generally overlooked that these inflections of gender were universally held by the early systematic zoologists to be such and not to qualify in any way for generic distinction. To alter this now would create an untold amount of disturbance in past nomenclature, which is quite unjustifiable and would be mischievous.
The framers of the original Rules were all good systematic zoologists as well as good scholars. They took this view so much as a matter of course that they did not think of specifying anything so obvious to them in their Rules. They never dreamt that a later school of enthusiastic but less well-informed naturalists (zoologically and classically) would arise to challenge it.
The Recommendation attached to Rule 36 does not really touch the present or similar cases, of which there are far too many for a piecemeal consideration of them to be profitably undertaken.
In my opinion the Commission would be best advised, taking advantage of the present instance, to lay down the principle that : " Names of genera differing only in their termination, when that is indicative solely of gender, cannot be employed for distinct genera, but must be considered to 
